TECHNICALLY SMART
- 2RU frame with up to 20 high-density modules
- Reliability: Adaptive cooling, Redundant power supplies, Hot-swappable modules, DataSafe option.
- Online configurator

BUSINESS SMART
- Lasting investment, backward-compatible and future proof for UHD / IP
- Emmy-winning best value platform
- Pay as you go
- Lowest total cost of ownership

BEST OF ANY FUNCTION
- 100's of modules, check openGear.tv today!
- Best-in-class conversion, timing, audio, data, fiber, keying and branding functions all in one frame
- Latest 12G-SDI and IP interfaces

COMPETITION BREEDS VALUE $$$
- Industry standard means continued development
- Freedom of choice / 80+ vendors
- Best in breed product at competitive prices

PAY AS YOU GO
- Buy only the modules you need today
- Flexible software licensing options

UNIFIED & INTUITIVE CONTROL
- DashBoard control software delivers ease-of-use regardless of vendor
- Optional SNMP management

LOWEST TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
- Free DashBoard control software for common control and configuration
- Technical advice is available on-line, by telephone, or email to Ross video – included for the life of your system

New!

Learn more at www.rossvideo.com/opengear